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Shear-induced solid-fluid transition in a wet granular medium
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We present a numerical study of a shear-induced solid-fluid transition in wet granular matter. The simulation
is based on a simple model that considers both the cohesive forces induced by the adsorbed liquid amount and
the repulsive forces due to the excluded volume interaction of the granules. Dissipation is assumed to be
entirely due to the hysteretic character of the cohesive forces. In particular, we analyze the dynamics of the
system close to the phase transition from solidlike behavior to a mobile ergodic state under the influence of an
external force fieldF, when the latter exceeds a critical forceFc . Diffusion coefficients, dissipation, and
kinetic order parameters can be expressed as characteristic scaling laws.
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Granular matter, such as sand, soil, or gravel, has b
studied closely by scientists and engineers for over a hun
years@1–5#. However, since these materials are inheren
far from thermal equilibrium, attempts to treat granular m
ter with the methods of statistical physics are comparativ
new@6–8#. Significant progress in the field has been possi
only with the help of modern computers@9–19#.

By far most of the work has been concerned with d
granular matter. These systems consist only of elastic be
with some internal and surface friction in the general ca
However, the much more complicated case of wet gran
material is also the much more important one. Any fin
humidity leads to a thin layer of water on virtually all su
faces. Dramatic effects such as soil liquefaction, with dev
tating landslides as a possible consequence, are believ
be due to the interplay of the liquid with the grain pilin
@20#.

As a handy illustration, let us consider a sand castle@21#.
It is clear that its stability is due to its moisture content, sin
from dry sand no stable shape can be created. Similarly,
bility is lost as well if the sand is immersed in water. It
thus obviously the presence of liquid-vapor interfaces wh
provides the mechanical stability. In fact, gravitational sh
induces no flow at all, since the sand castle will not yield
any perceivable rate to gravity. This state of the material m
be called solid. If, however, it is subject to a critical she
force, it starts ‘‘flowing,’’ i.e., yielding to the applied force
by changing its shape. This state will be called fluid~not to
be confused with the liquid moistening the grains!. If the
moisture content is small but finite, there is a liquid brid
between any two grains touching each other, which exert
attractive central force upon the grains.

Two possible mechanisms come to mind which may
responsible for the increased stability of the pile. On the o
hand, a shear will entail the extension, and eventual rupt
of some of the bridges. This energy cost acts against
shear and thus stabilizes the pile. On the other hand,
central force exerted by a liquid bridge presses the adja
grains together, thus increasing the critical tangential fo
necessary for overcoming the friction between them. It is
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fundamental interest to know what characteristic proper
of wet granular matter can be attributed to which mec
nism. In the present study, we assume the grains to be c
pletely frictionless, such that all of the dissipation is due
the rupture of liquid bridges.

A first analysis of the statics and dynamics of sandpi
shows @22–24# that the addition of small adhesive force
between the grains causes the site of failure in the bulk
more precisely, at the bottom of the sandpile rather than
the surface. On the other hand, several experimental re
show that the flow in cohesive powders or cohesive p
mainly appears on the top@25#. Furthermore, segregation o
multidisperse particles is sharply reduced@26# and preferen-
tial clumping of small particles is observed when a sm
volume fraction of fluid is added.

We introduce a simple model of wet granular matt
which allows a quantitative analysis of the underlying p
ticle dynamics. To this end we consider a dense system
N;104 spherical beads with no mutual friction, in a cub
box with cyclic boundary conditions. The radii of the bea
are chosen at random within a moderate rangedR/R;0.1, in
order to avoid crystallization. The particles are assumed to
frictionless with the exception of dissipation effects relat
to liquid bridges. The characteristic feature of our system
hysteretic force modeling the liquid bridges between
beads@27#. This force is set to zero as long as the center
mass distance,dxab , of two approaching particles of radiiRa
andRb is larger thanRa1Rb . As soon asdxab5Ra1Rb , a
liquid bridge is formed, and the interaction force

Fab5F0@F~j!21# ~1!

is switched on, withj5dxab /(Ra1Rb). F(j) models the
mutual hard core repulsion of the beads. Continuity at
contact point requiresF(1)51. Because the repulsion re
mains effective only on a small interval much smaller th
the liquid layer thickness, the detailed functional structure
F(j) is widely irrelevant. The only condition is that close
the reduced contact distancej51, the repulsion force should
©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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increase sufficiently strongly with decreasing particle d
tance j. For our simulations, we choseF(j)5j2132(j
21)j0

213/(j021) for j,j0 and F(j)50 for j.j0 with
j051.05, which ensures a differentiable form avoiding n
merical instabilitites. The constant attractive force is an i
alized representation which neglects the curvature of the
uid layers, the roughness of the granules, and all effe
related to the conservation of the liquid volume@22,27#.
However, the main effect is well represented by this sim
assumption. If the distancedxab exceeds for the first time
after the collision the critical valueRa1Rb1Rcrit , the liquid
bridge snaps, and the interaction is reset toFab50. The
hysteresis spanning the range betweenRa1Rb and Ra1Rb
1Rcrit is the only source of dissipation in our model. In o
simulations, we have setRcrit /R;0.2.

Shear is applied to the system by means of a space de
dent external force fieldF(x), which acts upon each particl
individually. A cosine profile,F(x)5exF cos(2pz/L), is cho-
sen. The system is characterized by three relative len
scales~width of the radius distributiondR/R;0.1, the maxi-
mum length of a liquid bridgeRcrit /R;0.2, and the charac
teristic length of the cosine profileL/R;40, whereR is the
average radius of the granules! and one relative force scal
F/F0. In what follows, we setF051.

On the basis of this model, we have performed stand
molecular dynamics simulations with variable values of
applied shearF and found three regimes. At small values
F, we observe a solidlike behavior, where no substantial
placement of beads is observed. After a short relaxation ti
an arbitrary initial configuration reaches a frozen microsta
Dissipation, i.e., the rupture of liquid bridges, takes pla
only at the initial stage, and the total number of bridg
finally acquires a constant value. The final state is then c
acterized by small fluctuations of the particles around th
stationary position, whereby energy is conserved. At la
amplitudesF, the system exhibits fluidlike behavior. A con
stant rate of bridge formation and rupture is observed. T
trajectory of each individual particle is reminiscent
Brownian motion at large time scales, and can be well
scribed by a self-diffusion coefficient. Clearly, due to t
symmetry breaking with respect to the external field,
have to distinguish between diffusion coefficientsDx , Dy ,
and Dz . The most interesting regime is the crossover fro
the solidlike regime to the fluid regime, which occurs in t
vicinity of a critical force,Fc'0.42. AsFc is approached
from below, the system develops a propensity to form a
lanches. This can be seen in the mean square displace
obtained from an average over all beads of one syst
where diffusive behavior alternates with long intervals wh
the particles are largely at rest. It is illustrative to plot t
total kinetic energy in the system as a function of time,
shown in Fig. 1. Long periods of ‘‘background’’ fluctuation
characterizing a quasisolid state alternate with cascade
spontaneous bursts.

For a quantitative analysis of this cascading effect,
define an order parameter characterizing the strength of
observed cascades. Cascades correspond to significant j
of the total kinetic energy over a relatively short time interv
Dt5tm112tm . It should be noted that these jumps are n
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real discontinuities. They become strong but regular chan
of the kinetic energy forDt→0 are observed because of th
underlying Newtonian equations of motion. We stress
weight of the cascades by defining the kinetic order para
eter

x (n)5K (
tm50

tmax

uE~ tm11!2E~ tm!unL , ~2!

wheren is sufficiently large. As demonstrated in Fig. 2, th
data are in agreement with a power law,x (n);uF2Fcu2gn,
over more that three decades inF2Fc . The critical expo-
nent gn of the divergence depends, in principle, uponn.
However, as shown in Figs. 3 and 4, it acquires a rat
stable value ofgn /n50.24 in a wide rangen54, . . .,12.
Larger values ofn favor some few cascades and degrade
statistics, while the influence of small energy fluctuatio

FIG. 1. Typical behavior of the total kinetic energy as a functi
of time at the critical thresholdFc . Regimes of temporary solidifi-
cation alternate abruptly with regimes of global mobility.

FIG. 2. Kinetic order parameterx as a function ofF2Fc for
n58. The cascadelike motion dominates close to the criti
threshold and pushes the order parameter. The full lines are
corresponding tox (8)5x0

(8)1CuF2Fcug8 with gn
151.9460.08 for

F.Fc andgn
251.9360.11 for F,Fc . The inset shows the wide

range of the algebraic behavior~triangles, F,Fc ; squares,
F.Fc).
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increases rapidly forn,4. Cascades can be also observ
above the threshold, but here they are confined to the in
stage of the simulation. The frequency of their occurren
then decreases rapidly, such that a more or less contin
flow of the granular medium is rapidly established. Co
versely, below the critical threshold the frequency of c
cades decreases due to the gradual solidification of the
tem.

Let us now turn to the ensemble averaged diffusion co
ficients as a function ofF. These are plotted in Figs. 3 and
and it is apparent that they can be expressed by a power
D;uF2Fcub, with b50.6260.05. Within our~limited! ac-
curacy, there is no difference in the scaling behavior for
three directions of motion (x, y, andz), suggesting an iso
tropic state. This is another justification to call this state
fluid. Another critical behavior can be obtained for the tim
averaged numberG of ruptured liquid bonds per unit time
We obtain the scaling behaviorG;uF2Fcu b̄ with b̄50.73
60.06. These results indicate that the solid-fluid transition
our model system, and potentially of wet granular matter
general, can be interpreted as a dynamical critical phen
enon.

Finally, we should try to understand the value of the cr
cal force. Assuming, for the sake of simplicity, that the pilin
of the beads has a hexagonal close packing structure
maximum absolute shear force between neighboring gran
layers is given by 2pFh/L, whereh52RA2/3 is the dis-
tance between the layers. The critical point is reached if
external forces and the attractive forces due to the liq
bridges are in balance. The geometrical constraints req
2pFch/L52F0A3. Hence, if there are liquid bridges be
tween all of the neighboring beads, the maximum criti
force isFc5F0L/(2pRA2). ConsideringL/R;40 as in our
system, we getFc /F0;5. However, only a small fraction o
liquid bridges is on, which may be estimated asRcrit /A3R
;0.1. Consequently, we obtainFc /F0;0.5, which is quite
close to what we found in the simulation. It is clear that t
actual pile is weaker, since the piling is random instead
hexagonal, which entails a smaller coordination number.

FIG. 3. The critical exponent ofx as a function ofn. There is a
clear plateau at 0.24.
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Finally, it should be noted that the size distribution of t
particles does not remain unaffected by the fluid motio
Figure 5 shows the lateral distribution of grain sizes, av
aged in the (y,z) plane. While for large forces we observe a
ideal mixture, a redistribution is observed asFc is ap-
proached from above, which tends to accumulate small
ticles predominantly in regions of large force gradients.
similar phenomenon can be detected qualitatively also be
Fc , but segregation is not complete there because of
increasing solidification of the system. Segregation in gra
lar materials is rather common@26#, but it should be noted
that it spans only a small fraction~about 10%! of the width
of the size distribution of the beads.

In conclusion, we state that a dynamic solid-fluid tran
tion, which is very reminiscent of the typical mechanic
behavior of wet sand or soil, can be observed in a v
simple model that neglects internal friction, and has a h

FIG. 4. Ensemble averaged diffusion coefficients in the dir
tion of the force field orientation. The diffusion coefficients a
determined from the long time behavior of the mean square
placement. A scaling law is obtained for the vicinity of the critic
force,Fc .

FIG. 5. Distribution of the mean particle radius in the stationa
fluid state as function of a rescaled coordinatez for various force
amplitudesF. The distribution is slightly smoothed by use of sta
dard wavelet techniques.
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teretic interaction force as the only source of dissipation. T
transition can be characterized by rather well defined crit
exponents in all relevant quantities investigated. It is cl
that further investigation is required to characterize the u
versality class of this fascinating phenomenon. In particu
it is necessary to study whether the critical exponents
hy

,

ett

v.
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universal or depend upon the form of the force law, or oth
characteristic parameters, such as the rupture distanceRcrit .
This will be left to further work.
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